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THE CONCEPTUAL PURPOSE OF PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES: 

  

To put on “Beginning of The Beginnings” to the process of forming strategic and 

fundamental basics of a new Construction of people’s organized human being. The main aim of 

the process is to provide transition of people’s human being to another way of Civilization 

development by imputing elements of influencing management “from the outside”. 

 

1. Causative conceptual basis: 

 

The theory “Basis of Humankind Forming” presents some objective judgments of true 

causal character, which prove an inevitable historical collapse of the both modern Human 

Civilization types: communist and capitalist.  This collapse substantiates something more than 

causal necessity of forming another Target’s Vector of all modern Human society’s executive 

actions, objectification of a new general event-driven chrono-process towards transition to 

another way of the Earth’s Civilization of thinking orientation development, building and 

innovation arrangement of a Construction for setting up and management of socially righteous 

and creative peoples’ Human Being – Humankind.    

Proxperation of the all indicated above has an important distinguishing feature, as 

follows: it is related to and targeted on acquisition of a mandatory general harmony with all 

nowadays occurring changes in the basis construction of the Earth’s energy being, strictly 

observing the tact of eventual timing with respect to common transformations.  In fact – it is a 

separately marked stage to start recreation of Earth’s true telic and imputing development state 

functions, destructed before, including process of Human’s recreation like a verily Homo sapiens 

with his essential significance as an integral element of the Earth’s civilizational development in 

whole. The Earth here is a control and guided System at the same time.  

It is a process’s restoration of a Thinking orientation Civilization development on the 

Mother Earth, which rules out any vices, such as based on social injustice, parasitism and 

violence of minority over prevailing majority on the scale of the world society, telic destructive 

life choice, trade and consumer masterful revenge instead of righteous upcoming creation, 

unmerited national and regional parasitizing nihilism and other vicious hegemonies of before 

imputed violence in any form of its demonstration.    

Undoubtedly this stage of a new historical and civilized development by its strictly 

required functional framework for all involved participating elements and systems, 

predetermined by the Target’s Vector, not only envisages, but also imputes bindingness in 
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acquisition of active performing peoples’ states during this so important period of general event-

driven chrono-process’s changing. At all episodes of future performing actions with participation 

of peoples involved groups and also on the way of nowadays manifested elements’ 

objectification of obligatory changes in guidance Construction of all spheres of human being, 

please note: “heavenly god-sends” will not be!  All, that had been laid down by circs and 

received from regained results of current external changes in guided surrounding reality, all that 

will require adequate and principal changes in everyday people’s  being. That means that all 

indicated above should be done by the peoples themselves. But it should be done on the basis of 

another judgment regarding people’s role and mission in the ongoing creative processes, relied 

on higher level of verity cognition about “The World Created” represented by reconstructed 

System! 

Acknowledgement of society consisted of people as a “Humankind” will be performed 

only through control from outside according to the people’s perception of their mission on the 

Earth; through their conscious accepting of active participation functions in performing actions 

concerning irreversible man-made processes in Construction of social code of their being; and 

also through conscious useful partnership concerning all occurring changes both in dwelling 

conditions, and in manageable environment.    

This will thoroughly change the former stronghold of the old philosophical approach to 

the essence of any judgment, relating to ideas’ formulation about social and individual 

Consciousness as an essential and integral part of the true world outlook, as a basic foundation 

for everyday and practical executive actions. People’s obtaining of another states of 

consciousness, relied, in its basis, on another level of verity cognition, will impute new elements 

into handmade Construction of organized human being, ensuring social justice of a creative 

cohabitation and acquisition of a real and upcoming harmony between human being and the 

Earth’s energies being.  

Since 25
th

 of October of 1984 the recreated Earth’s Guidance System has carried out a 

number of “structural” activities and processes, directed on true states of energy being’s 

restoration concerning the all Cluster model of the Earth. On a field day, namely on April 24 of 

2011 the act of System power changing was carried out completely.  This is a really universally 

scaled event – elimination of intervention on the Mother Earth!  Automatically flowing part of 

remaining events in all spheres of destructive organized human being, associated with 

consequences’ liquidation of System interventional Mind’s interference as well as partial 

replacement of conserved fragmentary elements of the former guidance onto more sophisticated 

and “native”, they are carrying out in a harmony with objectification of basic evolutionary and 
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restoration transformations in all constructions and states of the Earth’s energy being and in their 

control, what happens during 2012 – 2024 years (Transition period).  

Thereby the new Guidance System objectifies the liquidation process of a basis 

foundation concerning the “Social Violence” Control System as a System which was imputed at 

one time into the Construction of organized human being and providing earlier parasitism of 

inconsequential minority over predominant majority. The complex control process touching the 

people’s executive activity is under technical liquidation now and this liquidation is carried out 

through elimination of the former energy informative accomplishment realized earlier via 

interventionist control systems, objectives and servers (habitat) and through elimination of the 

imputed energy grids’ constructions replacing them with “native” within octaves from 15 up to 

128 (changes in the managed environment).  

 

3. The phenomena, actions and events Target’s Vector objectification  

 

It is an important and decisive moment now, the moment of the own future 

determination. What can be done and should be done by the people themselves through their 

active participation in everyday life against handmade part of imputed Construction of organized 

human being? The answer is as follow. The people’s executive practical steps should be 

objectified in the framework of Target’s Vector of phenomena, actions and events, predestined 

for them during Transition period and beyond.  

 

3.1 Phenomenon 

Phenomenon, as a software information base for organization of all future peoples’ 

executive actions in their transition way to a different path of civilized development, is presented 

in a New Doctrine of transition to another World Order. Main provisions are as follow:  

An active and participant state of nowadays people’s human being is carried out through 

pursuing the new historical Doctrine. It’s the Doctrine’s execution will allow the people, in their 

everyday life, to build a new World Order, what is not based on a violence in cohabitation. That 

in turn will ensure to build new but true everyday software based civilized life order following 

the way of Thinking orientation, which had been earlier imputed for the Earth to all stages of Her 

genuine and perfect being.  

The basic processes of active executive people’s activity, which is directly related to 

changing some existing elements of the “gunboat World Order”, are strictly fallen within the 

framework of a strongly marked geographical area, and this area is newly appointed one as a 

viability accompanying space. Such area was endured by a restored new Earth’s Guidance 
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System, which takes into account a new functional living allotment given to any society, selected 

from groups of people to be integrated into the Future, with the aim to provide them a choice and 

self-determination in acquisition of active and participated status in their future life arrangement. 

And that will give the people a possibility to find harmony in the overall ongoing process 

towards recreation of a new way of existence, oriented on progress of a new but true Civilization 

on the Mother Earth.    

The appointed geographical area covers: the most part of the South-East Asia, the 

territory of Russia with part of Arctic, some limited part of the South Europe, the west coast of 

Latin America and the Antarctic zone. The exact shape of these geographical areas is known. 

The areas control software servers are activated. The start process for the areas to be established 

was switched on by Altay Managing Complex in 2012.11.23.   

All basis, regarding elements’ imputation into Construction of a new organized people’s 

human being as a form of executive activity and an integral part of event-driven processes 

ensuring people life preservation in interests of their participation in these event-driven 

processes, connected with transition to another way of Civilization’s development (Humankind), 

are oriented on demand perception to objectify the model of a new World Order precisely in this 

specified area.  As groundwork for the public consciousness, to be established inside groups of 

people in the most part of countries of this area, is a new historical (event-driven) Doctrine of a 

new World Order building, and it is the way of these groups’ evolutionary development. An 

attendant energy and informational translation began in 2013.05.08. This translation was carried 

out by Managing Servers with the aim to form necessary social people’s consciousness and now 

covers the territory of the South-East Asia and Western coast of Latin America, and it’s the first 

stage only. Subsequent stages of informational translation covering other geographical areas of a 

new living space are defined and their accomplishment are laid down into the tact of event-

driven timing which envisages then some practical level of people’s preparedness to accept such 

information in order to develop their social Consciousness up to the status which will be 

reclaimed for people’s practical executive actions, directed to begin transition to another 

evolution way.     

The main Vector of the true essence of a new Doctrine is focused on: 

All preserved people in the territory of the living accompanying space should be released 

from Britain-American-European event “depressing benefit” of parasitizing system called 

“Market of Comprehensive Violence”, which had imputed from the outside the destroying 

hegemony of unessential and self-proclaimed minority, leading to social parasitism over majority 

of the most part of indigenous peoples. This “market” was imposed for the indigenous peoples 

through three types of arranged fascism: financial fascism, national-demographic fascism and 
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bureaucratic-clannish fascism. Besides the “market” was imposed through technological and 

raw-staff quitrent, as well as through military force pressure. And all these imposed violent 

“measures” eliminated any responsibility for consequences of majority’s hopeless life being and 

lack of independency in choosing the ways of their own regional development.  

And what is “The Beginning of the Beginnings” of these changes? This is a make or 

brake issue for the whole community of people in the world that can be integrated into the future. 

To understand this we were connived to give light and represent a number of Preventive 

strategies as a program for future people’s executive actions. Their fulfillment will ensure the 

people to obtain a different but harmonious way of their civilized development and find exit 

from some historical deadlock, which was imputed for the people like basic gunboat foundation 

for their existence in line with liquidation violence and self-destruction in the end.    

The economic, organizational and spiritual basis of the new Doctrine, as a new event-

driven process, are Preventive Strategies, related to a new system Target’s Vector of future 

phenomena, actions and events, laid down on the basis of new people’s executive actions in the 

indicated area as a new living space. By the way of these actions implementation a transition’s 

beginning of another way of Civilization’s development will start:     

- Destruction of an artificially imposed Britain-American-European illusion regarding 

historical inevitability of their civilizational superiority over overwhelming majority of whole 

people’s community on the Mother Earth, as it is a resulting atavism of the former social 

parasitizing of so called civilized development under the governance of  gunboat Control 

System, which was liquidated in 2011.04.24;  

- Unconditional rejection of Britain-American-European technologies, which have a 

destructive character and are not answerable to processes of ongoing changes in a new 

manageable energies’ being on the Earth, which are draining the regional  non-renewable natural 

resources in areas of new functional and territorial empowerment, which are breaking down the 

harmony of controlled environment being, which lead to irreversible regional ecological 

catastrophes and inevitable people’s liquidation together with the whole zonal biological sphere;     

- Transition to a new technological groundwork, based on another level of verity 

cognition about the “World Created”, which provides imputing a new own zonal innovative 

scientific and technological platform of creative empowerment, which determines zero waste 

people’s human being in harmony with surrounding natural originality and which is focused on 

people’s Save Lives and their integration into the future;  

- Transition to a new System of house keeping, which is a system of human orientation 

and a system of “Good”, which is based on aspiration towards imputation of social justice in 

zonal distribution of total manufactured goods and services, which provides guaranteed 
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protection from aggressive interference of personal parasitizing interests, imposed earlier from 

the outside by Britain-American-European minority in all it forms, being an atavism of the 

former destroying Construction of organized human being of “Civilization of Violence”.    

- Formation and imputation of new social arrangement’s constructions taking in mind 

particular qualities of functional and territorial empowerment, imputed to every community, and 

considering individual and collective merits achieved and recognized by society, which are 

aimed at personality and community perfection on the way of their civilized development 

according to way of Thinking orientation; 

- Circs formation, directed to transition of the Faith and Morality, raising them up to 

another level and expressing complete harmony with perfective Mind’s transformed level. 

People will be able to be recreated like Homo Sapience, if awareness about irreversible demand 

to move to the next level of the world outlook will be revealed for them. The awareness, what 

had in its basis the status of Consciousness, known like a Good-Manifestation, should be 

transferred to a new world outlook, having expired its beginning through the Consciousness 

status, known like a God-Manifestation in all its future spiritual and high moral everyday life 

being. It should be done through obtaining new cognition about verity of the “World Created”, 

through obtaining new cognition about true essence of the World Creating Beginnings, about 

people’s true mission on the Earth and about, what The Creator is, and where His beginnings are.  

Taking into account the Russia’s new functional empowerment, there is an additional 

preventive strategy for Russia:  

- Reconstruction of a legitimate and independent status previously lost by Russia and 

concerned new Financial System’s governance with autonomous and ensured capability of 

“Money Production”. Finding such equal right is oriented on aims of real elements imputing into 

a New World Financial System and on money functional shifting into creating and 

accompanying channel instead of former functions, consisted in instrument of violence.    

Now, why is it so and not otherwise and why were indicated areas selected?  First of all it 

is a System process. This process is not dependent of people’s opinions and influence and is 

connected with new functional and geographical empowerment for zones, where the process of 

people’s life preservation on the Mother Earth is more appropriate.  

Only in this manner and without any violent influence against people from the side of 

new and true Guidance System they (the people) are given the opportunity to make their fateful 

choice:  

- either automatic following unmanaged now, but the same path of the executive process, 

which lacks any support from the side of liquidated gunboat Control System with all 

consequences: human being condemned to death, destroyed society management, “spiritual 
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substance” degradation because its being is out of civilized framework but is inside of vicious 

and destroyed existence;        

- or finding the true future, that means transition to another way of civilized development 

and entry into harmony with ongoing processes, directed on surrounding reality changes on the 

Earth, focused on recreation of former but true development of Civilization with Thinking 

orientation.   

 This explains all large-scaled processes in the whole complex of ongoing changes on the 

Earth with restoration character and aimed at recreation of a new guidance Construction of 

energies being in their true states. In harmony with those general and high level changes, some 

changes but of lower order should occur in the subsystem level, touching changes of organized 

human being’s Construction.      

The “Preventive Strategies” are worked out and agreed with the System both according to 

true essence for people’s executive actions, and according to tact of event-driven timing.   

Each of the above specified  Doctrine’s provisions is an independent factor complex with 

its phenomena, actions and events, and on the same time has a capability and need of reciprocal 

integration and complementarities.  

 

3.2. Actions 

Actions, as a next after phenomena stage, are verified and mandatory Programs of 

preventive executive processes. By the way of their objectification The Event will be formed. 

Ultimately the beginning of transition to another way of Civilization development will take 

place. Actions are represented by Preventive Strategies, as follow:  

 

3.2.1 Preventive Strategy in financial sphere of Russia 

3.2.1.1 The target orientation: 

Reconstruction of a legitimate and independent status, previously lost by Russia and 

concerned new Financial System’s governance with autonomous and ensured capability of 

“Money Production”. Finding such equal right is oriented on aims of real elements imputing into 

a New World Financial System and on money functional shifting into creating and 

accompanying channel instead of former functions consisted in instrument of violence.    

3.2.1.2. The Conceptual justification:  

The Russian Financial System, like a guidance system, aimed at accounting and reporting 

in sphere of money production and preservation of previously accumulated real values of society 

in whole, has lost its status of state independence and autonomy to govern itself in the scale of 

global system. It happened in April of 1914. No matter, how paradoxical it may be, but it is so 
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that. According to historical milestones fact, which is out of publicity, it does not need any 

additional substantiation, and it is from one side. From the other side, to whom do we need to 

prove? Do we have to do it to those, who had imputed such system and kept it from the outside 

in strict framework of external violence and counteracted to any attempt in arrangement and 

improvement of Russian financial system? It is the fact, that two-tier Financial system of the 

socialist social order, introduced in the USSR in 30-th years of the last century, had only some 

limited geographic framework of isolated autonomy within the borders of building socialism in 

one separate country (the USSR), and it was not associated with the money production on the 

scale of global financial system, created at the time. Until now, the ruble, whatever it was in fact 

of its valuable status and form, either during different periods of the Communist Civilization 

type real-life, or in Russia, captured and sold by liberals, since that distant time, both The Ruble 

and The Russia by itself they are not involved into the process of money production by all their 

value definition and price expression on the scale of the global World Financial System. 

Russia, out of Her will like a state and out of the Will of her multinational people, who is 

a unique right owner and law enforcement, concerning all historically acquired and produced 

values, is an object of using during a hundred years (April 1914 – April 2014). Russia is used 

like an object of some ethno-geographical “value” with all her natural resources and 

manufactured values. Russia is applied in form of value-conditional and unconditional turned 

substitute, which is used by external elements and institutes of the World Financial System for 

money production, aimed at personal hoarding (mainly of external character and eroded by 

financial clans). Especially now. In fact, so called “liberal monetization of Russia”, it is a system 

imputed by liberals through nowadays “ruble,  substrate of which is the American dollar, but IT 

IS NOT any participation in money production, because all the essence of imputed provisions 

and practical activity in sphere of finances and reproduction of goods and services in Russia are 

focused on filling up of dollar by real value and ruble has nothing common with it! 

Russia does not have her own money, because the present “Ticket of nonexistent Bank of 

Russia” it’s a hidden form of uncertain “dollar”. And that is an imposed from the outside 

administrative mystery, imputed by domestic liberal democrats after liquidation of Russia and 

Communist type of Civilization both with its previous methodology of values without creation of 

new one in replacement!!!!! 

 The established negative circs and factors, which have being  kept Russia in such 

position of dependence from so distant time, they were reflected by social scientists and political 

ostiaries in various degree of falsehood or verity  during all this period of time. “The scientific 

and secular informational essence” expounded by them was dependent by itself of ongoing 
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features of software guidance, carried out by gunboat System of the time. All their judgments 

were positioned in line with the situation, which was predetermined by objectification of current 

real event-driven processes, by realities of executive actions in the framework of quasi “internal 

and foreign policy”. The System and Conceptual software control was imputed through targeted 

and executive capability of such composition of individuals, involved into power structures, who 

possesses necessary brain genotype for adequate actions. Only individuals and groups with 

necessary capabilities were “extended” in their career. They were reclaimed by the program of 

general event-driven chrono-process and thus directly affected the character of information set 

out into the ether.  

In any case, even in the style of detective stories, which store till now “some deepest 

secrets” with hints of sacred nature or by any other forms of mystery, organized and hidden by 

various participation degree of different clan and tribal groups and control organizations with 

various influence scale, but the fact is as follow: the Financial System of Russia is absolutely 

dependent now. Thus by now the System is deprived of control status of “Money Production” 

(please don’t confuse with the process of money printing. It is piece of paper or an unfair 

financial ether, filled by virtual electronic emptily and decorated into formalized accounting, 

which is controlled from the outside through some private structure in form of Central Bank of 

Russian Federation).  

Only on a short period from 1929 to 1962 the Soviet Union’s Financial System had some 

kind of independence of “money production”, but it was a limited independence of nominal and 

local character. In this period a two-tier money turnover system was introduced: for non- cash 

and for cash. The system was under tightly control of the authorities and the first type of money 

was emitted practically in required amount which was necessary for adapted demand of planned 

economy, and this money was not dependent of an external “world” influence. But when the 

state power in the Soviet Union was captured by “komsomol reformers” in face of L.I. Brezhnev 

and his group, by the way, it was someone Semychastniy (formally from KGB, but in reality he 

was a secret agent of clandestinely saved Komintern), who provided to Brezhnev the way to 

power, everything began going by the same way of finished dependence and servitude to global 

financial institutes, people’s values withdrawal outside homeland was continued.      

Все «литературно-драматические сюжеты» на эту тему, хлынувшие в эфир с 

различными паразитирующими, политическими или разрушающими целями за последние 

20 лет, реального интереса не представляют, поскольку большая часть из них 

легендирована и является ложью заговорщиков. All of the “literary and dramatic stories” on 

this topic, rushed out into the ether during last 20 years, pursuing various parasitizing, political 

and destroying goals, all of them are out of the serious interest, because the most part of them is 
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a legend and lie of conspirators. All imputed false stories about the essence of current financial 

system of Russia are not true and are outside of real and true causal nature. A fortiori, by this 

reason all these stories can not be used as a supporting pad and taken as a base for judgments and 

working out of conceptual level strategies, especially at this time of transition to higher level of 

executive processes (started 2013.10.25).       

All the factorial information basis regarding hidden clan structure of Britain-American-

European money production, which in a certain extent relies on evaluative draws substitute of 

Russia (but without participation of Russia), is acceptable only in plans of its practical 

consideration in establishment of independent preventive steps, aimed at reducing of its effective 

contrary activity and localization of its existence like an atavism, or its using like a startup for 

money production, but in interests of Russia now.  There are a lot of vestigial but influencing 

elements, belonged to old leaving construction of the World Financial System, in Russia now.  

All these elements not only hinder the ongoing process of structural transition towards imputing 

new elements into the Construction of organized human being, but aggressively prevent their 

outflowing, creating some kind of financial vacuum for basic part of production sphere, 

arranging uncontrollable funds mass emigration, tearing down any attempts to resolve social 

problems for basic ethnic part of the society, making artificial lack of control in price formation 

instead of advertised usefulness of market price competition and more.  

There is no market economy in the world. All what exists is a literary mutated 

documentary delirium, remote from the reality and hidden by false chrematistics instead of real 

economy. So, it is a narrowly directed conspiracy, arranged by internal and external swindlers 

and tightly focused on making money at any cost in the framework of greedy profiteering and 

uncontrolled (from side of society) exploitation of some part of external money production, 

relied on violence and social parasitism over own people on the basis of illegal make use of real 

evaluative draws substitute in personal interests.        

Moreover, a limited group of liberal democrats, who broke through to the level of control, 

is using the status of Russia’s isolation from money production and Russian people’s position of 

excommunication from his lawful right to apply and use his own evaluative draws substitute. 

This group has imputed in the all territory of Russia one the main targets of Financial Fascism, 

brought from outside, namely as follow: the existing industrial and another capital of the all 

reproduction sphere should be excluded by maximum from this capital’s money service. Using 

such fragrant violation and destruction of any economy basics and laws, the liberals, who are 

under external control, openly rushed to elimination of vital foundations of Russia, namely as 

follow: the effect of financial colonization from outside (through ruble-dollar) has been mainly 

achieved; any possibility to make an independent choice in ways and temps of own reproduction 
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has been excluded; functions of the world disfranchised raw materials donor has been imputed. It 

means that Russia has got the functions of the evaluative draws substitute’s generator without 

right of any participation in the substitute’s treatment in the process of money production; any 

meaning of people’s existence in Russia has been decisively liquidated. The will and unity of 

Russian multinational people, like a previously developing and unified society, has been broken 

down. A lot of other vital country foundations have been destroyed too.  

All particular qualities of the World Financial System presently arranged have led this 

System to the resulting state, as follow: it is a derivative handmade Construction, aimed at 

making a control over involved financial executors and groups of them. This Construction was 

made under dictate influence from the old gunboat Control System, which predetermined before 

all basics and beginnings of the social consciousness, covering all spheres of people’s organized 

human being via imputed elements of mandatory social violence and parasitism. And this 

System was imposed for Russia and for other world like groundwork for introduction of 

Financial Fascism. There is a main system approach of all judgments, connected with working 

our of a Preventive Strategy concerning financial sphere, in this definition.   

What are fundamental conceptual factors, remained from the arranged old Construction 

of the World Financial System, which have automatically decreasing  influences and which 

should be taken into account in working out a Preventive Strategy? They are as follow:    

- attempts, directed to preserve earlier acquired possibilities to hold some conditional sole 

right, given from “the outside” (from the old gunboat System through program “Brain genotypes 

development”), of the world money production, playing the role of a certain Control Center, 

imposed to the world, continue being. This Center tries to control financial violence in favor of 

limited dedicated individuals groups, represented by particular “historical clans” and by some 

financial administrative and power organizations, especially established for that;   

-  inevitable graduated density reduction of energy informational maintenance, touching 

former executors, carried out from the side of old control complexes,  objects and servers, is 

taking place. Unconditional demonstration of growing control lack and destructive chaos in 

Britain-American-European sphere of money production is taking place. Uselessness of any 

taken administrative measures with the aim to restore the same effectiveness of the world money 

control is taking place;  

- gradual reduction of effective significance in using rights, captured through 

administrative violence, to possess “conditionally evaluated draws substitute” is taking place. 

This possession, as value groundwork for Britain-American-European money production 

arrangement, excluding any social justice in all existent fundamental principles of the World 
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social Constructions and consisting components of modern human society, like some atavism of 

vicious past, is loosing its significance.   

Taking into account the above Conceptual reasoning, influencing factors, as well as 

arranged to date objective circumstances in changing reality, associated with giving new 

functionality to Russia in the emerging structure of a new World Order in line with harmony 

executive actions regarding the tact of coming up event-driven timing, we can see with our own 

eyes how true historical verity and justice is going out. This verity is: only Russia can be and 

able to be “The Beginning of The Beginnings” in the mission, aimed at imputing primary new 

strategic basis and basic elements in the emerging future World Financial System. There are not 

more any affective advisers from the West for Russia now. Namely Russia cuts some nodal 

stopper of the whole accumulated hisTORical  injustice around the world, relied on the century-

old parasitism and violence of Britain-American-European minority.   

In today world Construction of people’s organized human being, relied on basis of 

violence and monetarist aggressive-destructive arrangement within framework of imputed 

Financial Fascism, there will not be a priory either freedom in expression of the will, or creative 

cohabitation. In such conditions the whole process of vital thoughts and life aspirations of 

people’s majority is forcibly driven within the framework of individual and groups’ interests and 

thoughts, directed on self-survival, elimination of community and meaning of existence at both 

international and national levels, destruction of any fundamentals of Good and creative 

development gift bestowed upon people.  

Until April of 2014 Russia has to make primary preparations and begin active executive 

actions right after hundredth anniversary of anti-Russian injustice beginning, related to financial 

sphere. Russia has to relieve consequences of the Financial Fascism, imputed for her from the 

outside.     

 

3.2.1.3 The Program of step by step actions on realization of “Preventive Strategy in 

financial sphere of Russia”. 

The Program of step by step preventive actions, is an element of Target’s Vector, aimed 

by its realization at necessary future Event, and provides Conceptual executive directions, as 

follow:   

 Putting into operation of the “Silver Ruble”  like a currency of external treatment, 

provided by a real evaluative draws substitute of Russian accesory;  

 Introduction of a new two-tier System of evaluative draws substitute for external and 

internal treatment with the aim to reconstruct the money production process with participation of 

Russia;  
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 Introduction of a new System for saving up and keeping of nationwide values through 

establishment of  “Russian State Treasury” and “State Bank of Russia”; 

 Frontier (Provincial) Centers of Financial and Evaluative Bifurcation (CFEB) forming 

like a stimulatory regulator of financial, foreign trade and economic relations of Russia within 

the system of changed external relations and in the framework of a New World Order; 

 Innovative and technological support with the aim to improve Governance, to 

introduce elements of a new Economic System in field of reproduction and in social sphere of 

humanitarian orientation in CFEB and in adjoining regions of Russia and abroad.  

 

Every Conceptual Executive Direction is a separate software vector complex of verified 

and reasonable actions and according to its foundation, as well according to its results, is on the 

same time mutually integrated and interdependent. For this reason there can not be any question 

about non-performance or improper performance of any executive actions, because all of them 

are nothing but handmade mechanism of the Event’s future formation and follow it transition 

beginning to another way of civilized development.  

 

The First Conceptual executive direction: 

Putting into operation of the “Silver Ruble” provided by a real evaluative draws substitute 

of Russian accessory in form of certified banking silver (for Transition period);  

This direction has a special role not only in financial field’s Preventive strategy 

realization, but also in realization of all other Preventive strategies. The first executive direction 

is predetermined by the role of active and participant status of Russia in start beginning of global 

changes of all general chrono-processes ongoing in the planet in line with transition to another 

way of civilized development without any violence in its basic cost!     

The fact of realization of this emerged Conceptual direction by all its decisive 

significance is responsible for very important double-natured function: to be the basic foundation 

in changes beginning of the whole essence in nowadays impasse everyday living world outlook, 

associated with formation of a new equitable social people’s cohabitation. The changing world 

outlook in practical terms allow to perceive and impute some essentially important elements into 

the most spheres of a new organized people’s human being in Russia, to give a reasonable causal 

origin to start the launch of Russia’s renaissance, to integrate all changes ongoing in Russia and 

abroad, thus indicating and setting  up by its activity a new Vector of unconditionally necessary 

changes as Beginning of the Beginnings in the process of transition to another way of civilized 

development.      
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By practical realization of the first executive direction Russia withdraws the present ruble 

of internal treatment (Bank of Russia ticket) from dominating influence. Russia get free from 

imputed from outside financial obligations in form of quitrent,  imposed by “external” dollar, 

and on the same time Russia begins filling by the full potential value not dollar but newly 

introduced Silver ruble, moving to the side of values saving up in the State Treasury of Russia.  

Refocusing its powerful and fully guaranteed national possibilities of real evaluative filling 

towards strengthening of Russia’s financial state principle means that the new currency of 

external treatment isolates itself from traditionally imposed  spraying of her values into the 

global World Financial System, i.e. in irreversible address and in favor of opposing clans’ 

financial structures. In a short time the “Silver Ruble” will find a granite firmament of sure 

consistency not only by the fact of its real evaluative draws substitute’s availability as a 

background of its internal and external treatment, but by the fact of obtaining new functions of 

financial support eliminating any violence and focusing its useful evaluative opportunities for 

constructive activity in Russia and abroad.  These particular qualities of newly introduced 

currency will exclude its participation in ongoing reefficient egoism among other currencies and 

in a short time will give it irreversible world significance. In conditions of coming to end process 

of Capitalism Civilization’s type liquidation the issues of Russian financial external and internal 

security find special significance. It is associated with both objective factors, and artificial ones. 

The reason of artificial factors consists in escalating of requirements for financial support of 

capital from the side of money. Such escalating resulted in formation of almost financial vacuum 

around the capital.  

It is impossible to solve the specified problems using traditional for “market economy” 

administrative measures, because by all its unreal and false essence some mandatory conditions 

of rigid dictatorship of “financial handcuffs” from the dollar were imposed, aspirating by its 

paper emptiness and inability in independent valuable filling, to solve these problems at the 

expense of other countries. It’s necessary to wait: the problems of financial security will 

aggravated with already made valuable destroying colonization of Russia, which reality was got 

up in form of Financial Fascism, and this colonization was made through enslaving implantation 

of power financially-investment technology of gunboat integration into all spheres of Russia’s 

being. It’s necessary to start in Russia immediately an active prosecution of violently imposed 

from the outside of economic outlook about certain foggy «Dollar Investment appeal» and do it 

in all spheres of domestic economic development. Russia more does not need entered "financial 

emptiness of dollar», with which according to quitrent obligations It should not only fill with the 

real value, but then also all to give, remaining with all negative consequences of that financial 

colonization.   
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Nowadays Russia has other plans: within the limits of occurring Conceptual changes of 

planetary scaled chrono-process these plans are expressed by event-driven requirement to 

destroy illusion about certain false-fair universal “Globalization”, imposed before, but only in 

favor of social parasitizing Britain-American-European minority. For Russia it is necessary to 

change the Vector of development: transition to another basis way of independent creative 

Russian being for the good of and for the love of lives preservation on the Earth together with 

other socially restrained people of the planet!   

First of all, as the main fundamental basis for reviving Russia and her protective 

independence, it’s necessary to exclude via strong-will and rigid way in a short space of time any 

neediness of external quitrent loan, which is artificially imposed from the outside by 

aggressively adjusted percenters in face of Institutes of the World Financial System. It will be 

“the Beginning of the Beginnings” on transition of Russia to another methodology of Value, i.e. 

it will be shown transition of public consciousness’ states with basic foundation of “People of 

Price” on other basic foundation – “Human Being of Value”.  After it Russian will not be already 

stopped and in it there will be her not only external force and power, but also security through 

finding her independence.  

Moreover, transition to other value methodology will allow to change in a root a 

functional role of money in Russia from its last subject role, like a financial violence instrument, 

imputed from the outside, to a new creative role, accompanying and providing process of new 

civilized development with full reorientation of purposes of internal policy on satisfaction of 

human interests of the prevailing majority of the society. This important step of reorientation will 

provide in short terms an exception and destruction in people’s public consciousness of any 

illusions and consequences, left as a historical negative memory, both from the Civilization of 

communist type, and from not existing Civilization of liberally-democratic parasitizing isolation 

of insignificant minority from the main part of the society.    

Moreover, together with spent processes of constructive changes in sphere of society 

arrangement in interests of maintenance of true social justice and construction of system with 

mutual obligations “The State – The Citizen”, that reorientation of money’s functions will 

exclude bases in everyday society being and will provide liquidation of all consequences from 

earlier imputed from the outside in Russia of all destructive Financial Fascism.  It will give a 

basic change of the Will’s state and people’s efforts towards support Governance in the center 

and on the places concerning spent transformations, will recreate Belief  in creating possibilities 

of the country on transfer of strategy of internal policy into human orientation towards all 

society, will rally earlier destroyed unanimity of multinational people, will provide appeasement 

of feelings and thoughts of multinational majority in questions of arisen dissociation of national 
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and geographical character. In people’s public and individual Consciousness the sense of 

personal and public existence, as a sense of life, and it is that without what the reconstruction of 

Russia would be impossible, will be recreated.   

All starting material and valuable expenses on introduction of currency of external 

treatment “Silver Ruble” excludes any financial loading of expenses on the present internal 

Russian Financial System and should be executed only at the expense of the possibilities, 

arranged on this day, on application before withdrawn (public and concealed) volumes of 

evaluative draws substitute with its partial involving in existing process of money production of 

the old World Financial System. It is an obligatory Deed of Historical justice and it should be 

executed irreversibly!  

The time Plan-Schedule of actions of the First executive Conceptual direction: 

Introduction of currency of external treatment “Silver Ruble” is presented in Appendix No1.    

 

The Second Conceptual executive direction:  

Introduction of a new two-tier System of evaluative draws substitute for external and 

internal treatment, providing a way of forming another System of House Keeping and 

reorientation of the country’s base development to a human channel.  

Causal justification: 

The semantic meaning of the definition “substitute” in financial subjects of its application 

(substitutus) is substitution. In the course on money production at their formalized emission in 

paper or electronic form certain conditionally valuable substitute, equal in recognized digital 

calculus or in some established ratio to volume of money issued digital amount, is required. 

Thus, in conventional understanding of money exchange process the volume of paper money 

printing was usually proved. It has begun from the historical moment of the Anglican Church’s 

consent  to approve the act of money renting, proposed by percenters, prior to beginning of the  

“Marxist period”, so, as a substitute was used basically coefficient value of gold (66% of money 

volume), silver ( about 20%) and copper. With the onset of “machine age” the people’s executive 

actions process has changed in a root the Target’s Vector of phenomena, actions and events (see 

in details in the theory “Basics of Mankind Forming”). Annotation sequence of events was as 

that.   

        After well known K. Marx’s “Capital” was issued, and it was a custom-made scientific 

work, paid by Rothschild family, the idea of so called “surplus value” has been entered into 

bases of economic concepts and judgments, which by itself does not mean anything in reality, 

except starting symbolization on a substantial scale conceived secret shift  of future swindlers, 

connected with money production and imputing unconditional inevitability in obligatory using 
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this money in credit under percent (rent) for servicing of the production process! So in public 

consciousness of secular society of that time the beginning of the “machine age” has been 

symbolized.   

And what is the true sacrament mystery, pledged in the “Marx’s great formula”, by which 

to these days automatically political and economic “pathologists” are admired?  This mystery is 

a surplus value, which volume could be normalized in substantial scale in advance in economic 

and bank collusion for anticipation production of empty money, and from the side of percenters 

to achieve all forms and types of legitimacy in acknowledgement by a society as a turned 

substitute of additional conditional “values”, such as: real estate,  works of art, raw material 

goods and anything you like, if only issued bank emptiness, especially in form of various 

derivatives (debentures, promissory notes, bills, etc.) was, as it thought in advance, filled by 

some conditional value, instead of or together with earlier recognized substitute’s variants and 

forms.  

After coming into force of the program, aimed at  restoration of post-war ruin, named 

“Plan of Marshal” (1946), as though at the initiative of the World Financial System (actually at 

the initiative of the USA Federal Reserve, as a private structure), the world economy in the 

frameworks of a “classical Marxist essence” more and more together with its majestic formula 

inviolability ceased to be economy as that. It has started to be got up in rigid frameworks of 

chrematistics, which essence is earning and accumulating money at any cost, as an end in itself, 

in interests of gaining power over the society. The money production process, basically in form 

of the international currency, it means USA dollar, has gone in extremely accruing rates, thus 

gold continued symbolizing conditionally former leading role of a substitute, but in reality in 

money production process a money paper emptiness in form of derivatives (in form of USA FED 

Bonds or in form of documentary Indonesian gold etc., it does not matter), hidden by private 

arrangements or clan plots was applied. More and more the contradiction between functions of 

capital and money, as the last should, but all to a lesser degree, serve the capital, became 

aggravated.  With a view of the international currency exchange settlement from 1948.10.04 the 

Bretton-Wood System has been definitely entered (actually since 1944 was already formed the 

International Monetary Fund. It was a certain regulator of formal accounting and reporting for 

the first steps), which by the present time has exhausted its possibilities and powers, but there is 

still no more any other secret collusion of percenters and swindlers. The accepted positions of 

the international currency adjustment demanded more and more increasing gold’s volumes for 

calculations, especially from the party of the USA, for shown in their address of paper empty 

money, issued by them. As a result since 1971 the USA have refused their obligations of 

payment by gold for emitted dollars shown in their address! From this moment gold, as a great 
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bulk of the turned substitute applied for money production, has descended from the former 

advanced roles.   

From this point on as the basic amount of the turned substitute in the course of money 

production some conditional and real commodity values, in their most part presented by 

hydrocarbons, began to be applied, together with secondary issued derivatives in various forms 

(nothing provided emptiness). Consequently it has resulted not only in complete warp of 

understanding of substitute’s function role, but also has begun liquidation of any real control and 

management in course of money production and lead to a financial collapse, which was not slow 

to wait itself.       

Such deadlock present position of the World Financial System using any administrative 

measures can not more be settled. Especially managerial process of the old Construction of 

executive actions is not more accompanied by the old gunboat System, due to its liquidation. It is 

required entering new executive participant forms and based forming elements for creation of a 

future Financial System’s Construction.  

The historical role in this process is given to Russia. One of those base elements is 

entering by Russia a new legitimate formalized state approach, connected with Two-Tier System 

of evaluative draws substitute with function of external and internal turnover on Transitive and 

two subsequent periods, concerning its directly recreated participation in the world money 

production. On termination of the specified periods substitute’s new form will be prepared and 

replaced on more perfect, but inaccessible to people, nevertheless the Financial System’s 

Construction entered by means of Russia with her direct functional participation  at the world 

level, will be kept as one of elements of a common Construction of people’s organized  human 

being  within limits of new model of the World Order.  

 

Realization of the Conceptual executive direction   

In what does that new legitimate formalized state approach to forming another system of 

evaluative draws substitute consist? What measures of the state administrative character from 

Russia are necessary for undertaking on this point of innovation?  

The State has to introduce a new Two-Tier System of evaluative draws substitute, 

namely it should be other System of Stacking (accounting and reporting) with division of 

functions of external and internal turnover: 

- Functions of the external turnover substitute are assigned on the banking silver, framed 

with special unconditional obligations, entered by the state according to its physical condition as 

silver of bank identification and valuable certificated status, corresponding to its in objective and 
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form registration according to recognizes standards or according to again entered rates, such as 

weight or other parameters, established by the Russian State Treasury.   

All commodity valuable amounts of goods with natural origin (natural resources) appear 

public value of the whole people. The unique right to order it belongs to the State on behalf of 

the people, giving possibility to apply it for reproduction of goods and services to state and 

private institutions on the terms of compensatory valuable indemnity towards the state 

possession.    

All foreign trade operations with export of any commodity, including the last substitute in 

form of hydrocarbons, should be arranged in public (not private) value and have to pass through 

valuable expression and support only via Silver Ruble, as a price regulator of Russian foreign 

and internal policy, taking into account a conjuncture of external demand and consumption. 

Legal servicing of the trading parties should be performed and registered through the CFEB, 

including allowing and procedure aspects of customs and state control services and support.   

The main keeper and operator on behalf of the state, as a lawful and right manager of 

public values on evaluative substitute’s   application and saving, is the Russia State Treasury.    

The main keeper and operator on behalf of the state concerning currency of external 

turnover “Silver Ruble” for all external and internal clients in the territory of Russia is the State 

bank of Russia, having representations in all CFEB. Only the State Bank of Russia is allocated 

by the right to establish a coefficient ratio to other recognized external currencies at realization 

with them of exchange financial operations or servicing trader operations.  

With the aim to provide aspects of external security Russia independently and objectively 

determines and forms a real valuable ration of the external trading balance sheet concerning own 

external turned substitute, establishes and determines coefficient ratios of value concerning other 

legitimate currencies of external turnover on the basis of real value regarding their corresponding 

turned substitutes.    

All exchanged operations with other currencies are performed only by the State Bank of 

Russia. The State Bank of Russia at determination and approving of coefficient ratios assumes as 

a basis a real value of each substitute, laid under any other currency, but completely excludes 

former expression of money price at imposed from the outside of liberal conditions of their sales. 

Russia excludes further money sale and purchasing, meeting conditions of equivalent exchange.  

On all territory of Russia, except territories of CFEB appointed by the state, application 

of any currency of external turnover if forbidden at fulfillment of internal commodity trading 

operations, including services. For Russian organizations and citizens needs of currency external 

application,   the currency of eternal turnover acquisition is realized through the State Bank of 

Russia and according to corresponding state regulatory and legal frameworks.  
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- Functions of valuable substitute of internal turnover are assigned to hydrocarbons and 

electric power. 

Hydrocarbons and electric power, as they received functions of a valuable substitute of 

internal treatment, should be isolated from quitrent loading concerning former price and other 

external dependence, and the money production process with such imputed new functions ceases 

to be a field for extraction from part of any external and internal swindlers and to them enjoined.  

The state undertakes on functions of valuable expression to that turnover substitute and by this 

measure gives a manageable character to internal general price policy. It will permit to clear in a 

root an economic platform of Russia from destroying spontaneous liberalism and cause 

conditions of reproduction sphere  and building a new System of House Keeping, eradicating all 

destructive consequences of imposed from the outside liberalism as that, i.e. larceny and plunder 

of Russia! 

The state, to which all people in their face have transferred the right to apply their values, 

releases manufactures of that substitute from the most part of artificially imposed tax obligations 

and unauthorized additional corruption increases to the price, accepts loading of its export, as it 

is any other goods, on itself, and pays to manufacturer for it according to established internal 

prices. This act will essentially change in a positive way the settlement of existing problems, 

connected with fast public values accumulation and will cause establishment of a control over 

expenses and application, will change budgetary possibilities of the country towards essential 

increasing (contrary to Britain-American-European enrichment), aimed at  human reorientation 

of all internal social policy, will essentially protect from destructive officialdom larceny, will 

give higher level of acknowledgement from people to the country leaders, will generate other 

Belief in the future, i.e. will give some creative conciliar  character to all multinational society 

and to many other things.  

Pursuing internal state policy on the basis of imputation of a manageable system of price 

adjustment  and on the basis of evaluative draws substitute of internal treatment will allow to 

destroy in a short period the financial vacuum, created from the outside, around a based part of 

production sphere and around its capital, both in state, and in private sector. It will provide 

liquidation of opposition between capital and money. The state will understand necessity and 

receive possibilities to protect sphere of mass small and average business from suffocating 

financial violence and parasitism, organized and steadily generated against them, by 

uncontrollable and destroying bank liberalism. As consequence, it, undoubtedly, will give to 

destroyed earlier labor participation of the population an accruing mass character on their 

involving in reproduction process through state and private sector, will give them creative public 

function and will help to lead out deprived people from forcedly tired out condition of an 
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individual self-survival, to conciliar utility of local and federal consolidation in working. 

Parasitizing banks should be liquidated like past atavism.  Bank money supporting of active 

participation in forming of creative industrial capital and capital of average and small business – 

is an indispensable condition, established by the State, of further existence of any bank.    

This is a unique and the most reasonable way of Russia’s leading out of deadlock of all 

being’s types and spheres and not just from accruing problems in economy, as it is one of the 

bearing bases to start executive process towards forming a new System of Housekeeping, 

capable to transfer key economic goods and services reproduction branches on rails of human 

orientation, on satisfaction of vital needs of all multinational people of Russia.   

In this limits of importance forming a new Two-Tier System’s evaluative draws 

substitute of external and internal treatment is that and unique reasonable way, which will allow 

Russia to be Beginning of the Beginnings on transition to other  more progressive way of 

civilized development – Humankind.    

For primary expenses on creation of necessary volumes of silver as a valuable substitute, 

aimed at  maintenance of currency of the external treatment’s introduction, it is necessary to 

exclude expenses of the state budgetary funds, using other external possibilities and financing 

sources, which conditions  are presented  in the offered Plan-Schedule.  

  

The time Plan-Schedule of actions of the Second executive Conceptual direction with aim 

to Introduce a new Two-Tier System’s evaluative substitute of external and internal treatment is 

presented in Appendix No2.   

 

The Third Conceptual executive direction: 

Introduction of a new Russian System of nationwide values saving and keeping  through 

establishment  of “Russian State Treasury” and “State Bank of Russia”.  

Nowadays existing Construction of Russian financial control System, including 

subordinate position of Federal Treasure to Ministry of Finance and established by legislation an 

extra state position and very special legal status of the private bank with the name of “Central 

Bank of the Russian Federation”, which on collusion of liberals has undertaken a number of 

functions of the State regulation and management of Russian financial sphere, all it was available 

for conditions of implementation from the outside of liberal democratic transformations of 

Russia after communist type Civilization’s liquidation.      

All it, as well as many other things, was made not for benefit of the main historical right 

owner of all and All in the territory of Russia – who is her multinational people. It was made 

with other purposes – in advantage and favor of the limited and parasitizing minority, i.e. the 
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group of liberal democrats, who realized through their violent and private actions, has 

implemented Triune Fascism through the state violence over prevailing majority with support 

from the outside, as an atavism of the old way of civilized development. This atavism should be 

recognized categorically because forming event-driven program processes will bring annalistic 

corrections into executive objectification, related to those, who does not still recognize it for any 

reasons of personal character.    

In interests of historical justice, as one of the important causal conditions on forming 

future actions and events, associated with occurring changes and transition to other way of 

civilized development, doubtless correction in Russian financial control system’s Construction is 

required and caused.   

Main elements of such correction include, as follow: The Russian State Treasury and The 

State Bank of Russia establishment. Undoubtedly, it will lead to changes in functional 

arrangements of Russian Ministry of Finance, to changes in its structural construction and to 

other changes, but it is some reorganizing aspects of subsequent plan of reorganization of the 

Government and we miss it presently.  

The Russian State Treasury formation is, by its importance, an act of event-driven level 

and shows the fact of historical justice reconstruction on restoration of true right of ownership by 

all values of nature origin granted to people on all territory of the country, participation in 

management and control from his side behind their application, aimed at establishment of social 

and other found justice and participation in useful and economical advisability of their 

application for the sake of all equal to himself, for secured conditions provision of person’s 

creating perfection and society’s perfection  as a whole.     

The Russian State Treasury is a state institute, organizing nationwide values’ saving and 

keeping, safely warranting absence of prodigal encroachments of internal and external character, 

the values reasonable application in benefit of all society. Objectivity of taken responsible 

decisions and also independence in functions execution from officialdom influence or 

opposition, are guaranteed by Laws of Russia.    

Unlike nowadays existing, the new Russian State Treasury is an independent state body 

of management and is not accountable to the Ministry of Finance. Its main functions are: to 

organize production and accounting of a valuable substitute of the external treatment (banking 

silver) and its state keeping; organization of accounting of a valuable substitute of the internal 

treatment; emission and accounting of monetary secure notes of the internal treatment and 

organization of their keeping and application through the State Bank of Russia; execution of 

money emission functions on behalf of the people and under instructions of the State.     

Secondary functions are defined by additional Instructions and Regulations.   
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The State Bank of Russia formation shows the act of reconstruction of the autonomous 

state control and management over independent and objective volume of emitted currency of 

external treatment “Silver Ruble” and bank notes of internal treatment, provided by volume of 

evaluative draws substitute, excluding any gunboat interference and parasitizing encumbrance 

from external influence of destroying World Financial System, realizing from and liquidating 

consequences of imputed Financial Fascism.         

 The State bank of Russia assumes all functions of state regulation, which have been 

delegated earlier to the private Central Bank of Russia. It shows the main Bank of the first tier, 

the monetary institute of the Russian Federation, developing and implementing together with 

Government of Russia a unified state credit policy, allocated with special powers, in particular, 

with activity adjustment of all other banks in the territory of the country. The State Bank of 

Russia, carrying out a role of main coordinating and regulating body behind the all credit system 

of the country, acts like an participant institute of economic management, focusing its activity on 

guaranteed money servicing to the state and private capital in interests of forming identically 

oriented on developing creative reproduction of goods and services, providing by its financial 

policy the society development vector, oriented on a human way. The State Bank of Russia 

supervises activity of credit organizations, gives out and withdraws licenses for realization of 

bank operations, and already credit organizations work with other legal entities and persons.   

All rules and laws of functions execution of the State Bank of Russia are determined by 

the Constitution of Russia and by laws of Russian Federation.  

 

The Fourth Conceptual executive direction:  

Frontier (Provincial) Centers of Financial and Evaluative Bifurcation (CFEB) forming 

like a stimulatory regulator of financial, foreign trade and economic relations of Russia within 

the system of changed external relations and in the framework of a New World Order; 

CFEB forming is the first practical step on establishment of foreign trade, economic, 

ideological, innovative and other actions from part of Russia in terms of formation of a new 

World Order. The mere existence of such Centers, especially of provincial location, will be the 

first demonstration act concerning changed role and functional arrangement of Russia in general 

construction of a new World Order, change of her effective significance within the common 

process of occurring changes of all surrounding reality on the planet, her exit from the former 

degraded bondage of a “raw appendage” and taking leading positions regarding orientation of all 

others on the way of transition to other sense and level of civilized development. It’s not pathos, 

in great degree it is a purpose.    
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The CFEB establishment is realized partially on the basis of former «Free Economic 

Zones» (FEZ), especially allocated for this role. These zones should be completely reoriented on 

their mission, general functions, local functions, taking into account particular qualities of 

geographical situation and traditionally developed labor and other craft, special legal regulations 

and obligations on the level of relations “The State – CFEB”, compulsion of introduction of new 

technologies of future, arrangement of local wasteless being and many other things.  

 

Concerning changed destination   

Earlier established Free Economic Zones (FEZ) had had a destination to promote the 

initiative activization of foreign companies in production of goods, services in trade and also in 

other types of activity in territory of Russia, meaning arrangement of dumping conditions on 

scale export of raw material goods. In such zones production and assemblage of various kinds of 

goods on the bases of foreign equipment, technologies and materials application with use of local 

electric power, raw materials and labor force could be organized, transferring all ecological 

problems on the territory of Russia. Let’s remind, that in foreign practice economic zones are, as 

a rule, small territorial enclaves with especially favorable mode for activity of foreign capital, 

poorly connected with local market and focused on export of goods at the price, essentially 

reduced of its cost value. Russia does not need more those FEZ, they are not only useful, but are 

playing negative, destroying role.  

In view of Russia essential territorial scope and important geographical position, 

influencing in certain degree on forming a new World Order, what is the destination of CFEB?   

CFEB are geographically temporarily isolated parts of Russian territory with entered 

particular treatment of a general and special legal status of citizens, state bodies of management, 

representations of Federal level, power and control state structures, intended for realization of 

their functions, delegated on behalf of the State:  

- establishment of local Constructions with such social arrangement, which should take in 

mind particular qualities of geographical and functional vesting of every concrete zone for 

approbation of elements of a new social policy of the State, relying on human orientation of all 

people’s organized human being;  

- to begin establishment of a Provincial Civilization Ring with the aim to fill unexplored 

Russian territories by an active function of creating life being through achievement of required 

level in forming necessary conditions, supporting all sphere of everyday dwelling with harmony 

with occurring process of changes. Establishment of local zones of frontier placing with 

autonomous system of other social management on the basis of own energetics with application 

of new super sophisticated technologies, which use renewable sources and don’t require 
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traditional raw materials, with reproduction of high innovative arrangement level, based on 

technologies of creative character. Provide beginning of the progressing perfection in civilized 

development of unexplored Russian territories, acting under the principle “From the Province – 

To Center”, and taking in mind illusion’s liquidation that Russia supposedly has territory 

excesses;   

- to use CFEB like a contribution of Russia in giving trustee managing character over all 

forming new foreign trade and economic, ideological, innovative and other directions of external 

interaction with limitrophes in terms of the New World Order formation;  

- through  management of export-import valuable commodity and services flow’s balance 

sheet, provide planned positive dynamics concerning growth bifurcation of commodity values 

into value of turned substitute. At growth of export operations it’s necessary to provide volumes 

increased covering with application of own currency of external treatment “Silver Ruble”, and at 

growth of import operations it’s necessary to provide volumes increased covering with 

application of other external currency.  

For implementation of each specified above destination for each concrete CFEB a 

legislative procedure is prepared and through Government Regulations are fixed specific detailed 

orientation regarding functions, proprietary destination, purpose and particular administrative 

legitimate field, i.e. all concrete aspects, regulating realization of CFEB development Program., 

are working out.  

Realization of the given Conceptual executive direction by its positive results will 

essentially influence on course and temps concerning changes in civilized development of the all 

internal territory of Russia. On the other hand such untraditional, on the first sight, step of the 

internal policy will have an essential reflection in corrections of Russian defense and other 

doctrines, providing the task accomplishment of assiduous system approach to the forced 

application of nationwide values and in this question.    

 

The Fifth Conceptual direction:  

Innovative and technological support with the aim to improve Governance, to introduce 

elements of a new Economic System in field of reproduction and in social sphere of 

humanitarian orientation in CFEB and in adjoining regions of Russia and abroad.  

Realization of the specified direction in limits of its vector innovative covering provides 

results mastering and implementation of Russian scientific and technological researches into 

practice according to sub directions, as follow:   
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 Electric power’s finding through application of fuel-free technologies of energy 

reception and transmission from environment and also technologies application of  cold plasma 

energy;  

 Electric power’s finding through technologies of renewable and non-raw material 

sources;  

 Transferring of rail way, maritime, airlift and automobile transports into propulsion 

systems with application of non-fuel technologies;  

 Processing of mining raw using technology of cold plasma;  

 Ecological treatment of industrial, household and other drains of polluted water, 

agricultural lands and air in areas of industrial and urban pollution, approaching aggregative 

results of basic components of environment to the level of their nature origin or follow-fit 

application;  

 Application if technologies of matter of electric and magnetic energies’ conservation 

for creative and defensive purposes;  

 Application of Russian technologies of information and cognitions reception, 

transmission, analysis and accumulation, aimed at guaranteed secure communication and 

management.   

The Program’s realization of specified Conceptual executive direction should be fulfilled 

and adjusted for each separate CFEB, accounting individual particular qualities: from functional 

arrangement to geographical and climate conditions.   

Upon completion of the process innovation’s mastering, it’s necessary to provide in each 

separate zone measures, aimed at the process’ step by step spreading  in adjoining and more 

remote territories of Russia, thus the most part of expenses should be assigned to financial 

possibilities of each CFEB.     

Reconstruction of earlier lost in Russia of the legitimate and independent status of 

Financial System management, possessing an autonomous and provided availability of “Money 

Production” not only can, but should become a program for all the country. Since the first steps 

of the program’s realization all Russian citizens have to be focused on its main essence, perceive 

and understand it as a nationwide program purpose. Results of its realization in a short time will 

conceive positive fruitage in reconstruction of earlier destroyed people’s Will as a unified 

multinational family! 

 

 

General Director of RI CPS        B. Makov 


